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When I got a new issue of his fanzine from Sobiech, I was just as happy like I was blessed by
Devil himself. It is nice that old timers don’t get soft, but keep carrying the Hell`s Banner and
preach Infernal gospels. The second issue of CYRO
GRAF ZINE
looks much richer when compared to its debut, and though slightly thinner, delivers some
condensed 
HELL
we all can enjoy.
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This issue starts with Greek CHAOS BAHOMET, next we meet Morgul from PUTRID CULT, th
elabel that has been around for some time. Then there is a nice chat with Marek, who used to
handle bass in 
EXCIDIUM
, and now runs 
METAL FIRST ART
. Almost all old-timers wear patches or tee shirts this guy`s made. Another band featured is 
EXECUTION OF LIGHT
that praise such values as: stench, heaviness and possession. We are given an interesting
Ukraine scene report 
–
coupled with an interview with 
MOLOCH
and its member Sergiey. There is also a classic black metal act from Poland here in this
zine.What I am talking about is the Sobiech`s article onthese real Satan`s fuckos
MASTOMACH
. 
MOLOCH LETALIS,
spawn of Satan as they are, are nice to read about, too. Also, the chat with Wojciech, a person
who`s been active in, at least, 666 different projects such as 
PLAGA
and 
LEICHENGOTT
is very interesting. Another 
“
nail
”
in the wretched Christ`s body, is an interview with American 
IMPRECATION
, the first one published here in the Polish underground.
Ok, so you can also read about French 
STAV
; some condensed blasphemy in form of unholy 
BESTIAL RAIDS
. Following this path, you guys better get your noses ready for the sweet stench of rot and
decay. While entering the underground world of crypts and forgotten catacombs, the
necromantic rites evoke 
CULTES DES GHOULS
.This interview is this issue`s best, I reckon. What is even better here, in this zine, are numerous
reviews. It is a good read for any hell worshipper, yes. 
Write to: 
Przemys
ł
aw Sobiechowski ul. Piasta Ko
ł
odzieja 2/65, 09-400 P
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ł
ock Poland e-mail; 
destroyersobiech@wp.pl
.
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